A method for computational combinatorial peptide design of inhibitors of Ras protein.
A computational combinatorial approach is proposed for the design of a peptide inhibitor of Ras protein. The procedure involves three steps. First, a 'Multiple Copy Simultaneous Search' identifies the location of specific functional groups on the Ras surface. This search method allowed us to identify an important binding surface consisting of two beta strands (residues 5-8 and 52-56), in addition to the well known Ras effector loop and switch II region. The two beta strands had not previously been reported to be involved in Ras-Raf interaction. Second, after constructing the peptide inhibitor chain based on the location of N-methylacetamide (NMA) minima, functional groups are selected and connected to the main chain Calpha atom. This step generates a number of possible peptides with different sequences on the Ras surface. Third, potential inhibitors are designed based on a sequence alignment of the peptides generated in the second step. This computational approach reproduces the conserved pattern of hydrophobic, hydrophilic and charged amino acids identified from the Ras effectors. The advantages and limitations of this approach are discussed.